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Let p5 be a prime, 1 a set of certain positive integers, and G a cyclic group
of order p&1. In this paper we mainly investigate the special subideal I1 ( p)
(depending on 1 ) of the Stickelberger ideal I( p) in the group ring Rp=Zp[G]
(where Zp=ZpZ) and find various kinds of bases of I1 ( p) regarding as a vector
space over Zp which are intimately connected with the Kummer type system of
congruences.  1997 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let p5 be a prime, Z the ring of integers, Q the field of rational
numbers, Zp=ZpZ the field of residue classes of Z modulo p. Also let Bm
be the mth Bernoulli number defined by
x
ex&1
= :

m=0
Bm
m !
xm
and .k(x) the Mirimanoff polynomial, i.e.,
.k(x)= :
p&1
v=1
vk&1xv (k1).
The following system of congruences (in equivalent form) was first intro-
duced by Kummer (1857) in connection with the first case of Fermat’s last
theorem:
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.p&1(t)#0 (mod p),
(K)
B2m.p&2m(t)#0 (mod p) \1mp&32 + .
In his paper [6] Skula devised a very interesting system (S) having the
same solutions with {1 (mod p) as those of (K) by means of the
Stickelberger ideal modulo p in a certain group ring (see Proposition 2.2
below).
Recently, in the paper [1] of Agoh the following Kummer type system
(K(1 )) of congruences was considered and specific connections with sub-
ideals of the Stickelberger ideal were investigated:
.p&1(t)#0 (mod p),
(K(1 ))
B (1 )2m .p&2m(t)#0 (mod p) \1mp&32 + ,
where 1=[N1 , N2 , ..., Nn](1n p&2) is the set of n different positive
integers with 2Ni p&1, i=1, 2, ..., n, and
B(1 )k = ‘
N # 1
(Nk&1) }
Bk
k
(k1).
The system (K(1 )) for the special case where 1=[2] was first observed
by Benneton [4] and it was recently investigated by Skula [8] standing on
the point of view of the Stickelberger ideal in a group ring. More general
cases with *1=1 and 2 were treated in the papers [2, 3].
We obviously see that all the solutions of the system (K) satisfy (K(1 )).
In particular, if all the elements of 1 are primitive roots mod p, then the
systems (K) and (K(1)) are equivalent, i.e., these systems have the solu-
tions in common.
By observing the Kummer system (K) and its equivalent systems we are
able to bring out some properties of the Stickelberger ideal I( p) in the
group ring Rp=Zp[G] over Zp , where G is a multiplicative cyclic group of
order p&1. The same statement is also true for the system (K(1)) and the
corresponding subideal of I( p).
The main purpose of this paper is to introduce the Stickelberger subideal
I1 ( p) relating to the system (K(1)) and investigate bases of this subideal
regarding as a vector space over the field Zp . For this purpose we will
prepare a certain identity in Rp by making use of a polynomial relation
constructed by all the terms of the system (K(1 )). We do not enter into
details, however supplement that the search of bases of the Stickelberger
subideal is of use to determine the irregularity index i1 ( p) of p associated
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with 1, i.e., the number of elements of the set [k | B(1 )2k #0 (mod p),
1k( p&3)2]. Indeed, the number i1 ( p) can be intimately connected
with the number of special solutions of some congruences modulo p
produced from a basis of I1 ( p).
2. A SPECIAL IDEAL I1 (P) AND SKULA-TYPE SYSTEM
In this section we introduce a special ideal I1 ( p) in the group ring Rp
and study basic properties of it. Subsequently, we deduce the Skula-type
system equivalent to (K(1 )) by means of this ideal.
We designate by
r: a primitive root mod p,
ri : the least positive residue of ri mod p for an integer i, i.e.,
ri#ri (mod p), 1ri p&1,
G=[1, s, s2, ..., s p&2]: a cyclic group of order p&1 generated by s,
R=Z[G]=[ p&2i=0 ais
i | ai # Z]: the group ring of G over Z,
Rp=Zp[G]=[ p&2i=0 ais
i | ai # Zp]: the group ring of G over Zp .
Here note that G may be considered as the Galois group of the
cyclotomic field Q(‘p) defined by a primitive pth root of unity ‘p=e2?ip.
We now prepare the following special elements of R:
:m= :
p&2
i=0
r&im si (1m p&1).
In particular, put
#=:1= :
p&2
i=0
r&i si, $=:p&1= :
p&2
i=0
si.
Let R$ be the subring of R defined by
R$=[: # R | (1+s( p&1)2) : # $Z]
={ :
p&2
i=0
ai si # R | am+am+( p&1)2=ak+ak+( p&1)2 , 0m, k
p&3
2 = .
The Stickelberger ideal of R is defined by
I=R & \ #p+ R (see, e.g., [10, Section 6.2]),
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where #p is the Stickelberger element in the group ring Q[G] of G over
Q. Therefore, we may state that : # I if and only if there exists an element
= # R such that =#= p:. Here we easily see that IR$.
For a nonempty set 1, let P=P(1 ) be the power set of 1 and put for
an element P # P:
+(P)={
1, if P=<,
‘
N # P
N, otherwise.
Now choose the special element ;1 of I as follows: letting P =1"P for
each P # P,
;1= :
p&2
i=0 \ :P # P (&1)
*P &1 +(P) _+(P ) r&ip &+ si.
Using this element consider the ideal B1 of R defined by
B1=[’;1+a$ | ’ # R, a # Z],
which is a subideal of I and belongs to R$. We see that the elements of
[si;1 | 0i( p&3)2] _ [$] are generators of B1 as a Z-module.
The index formula for B1 in R$ is given in terms of the relative class
number h& of Q(‘p) as follows (for the special cases where *1=1, 2, see
[2, 3]); denoting by f the order of N # 1 mod p we let
|(N)={(N
f2+1)( p&1)f,
(N f&1)( p&1)2f,
if f is even,
if f is odd,
and 0(1 )=>N # 1 |(N). Then
[R$ : B1]=
0(1 )
p
h& [1, Theorem 4.8].
Further, we know that if 1 $ is a nonempty subset of 1, then B1 $ $B1 and
[B1 $ : B1]=
0(1 )
0(1 $)
=0(1"1 $).
We will introduce now the Stickelberger ideal I( p) of the group ring Rp ,
which may be considered as the ideal I modulo p.
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The canonical mapping  from Z onto Zp can be naturally extended to
the mapping from R onto Rp by the correspondence := p&2i=0 ais
i [ (:)=
 p&2i=0 (ai) s
i. Then the Stickelberger ideal of Rp is defined by
I( p)=[(:) | : # I].
Here, it may be interpreted that the elements :m (1m p&1) mentioned
above belong to I( p).
In his papers [5, 6] Skula investigated some bases of I( p) and proved
the following
Proposition 2.1. Define the set
C=[:m | Bp&m 0 (mod p), 3m p&2, m odd ].
Then the system C _ [#, $] forms a basis of I( p) regarding as a vector
space over the field Zp . Hence,
dim I( p)=
p+1
2
&i( p),
where i( p) is the irregularity index of p, i.e.,
i( p)=*{k | B2k #0 (mod p), 1kp&32 = .
We now introduce the Skula polynomial f:(t), : # R (resp. Rp) from [5].
For := p&2i=0 ais
i # R (resp. Rp), let
f:(t)= :
p&1
v=1
a&ind v v^tv # Z[t] (resp. Zp[t]),
where v^ is an integer (resp. a residue class of Zp) such that vv^#1 (mod p),
1v^ p&1 (resp. vv^=1) and ind v is the index of v # Z, p |% v, relating to
the primitive root r mod p. Here note that am (m # Z) may be replaced by
ak (0k p&2) whenever m#k (mod p&1).
As a basic relation between the Skula and Mirimanoff polynomials, we
may state that
f:m(t)#.m(t) (mod p) (1m p&1).
In partucular,
f#(t)#.1(t)#.p(t) (mod p),
f$(t)#.p&1(t) (mod p).
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Using the above polynomial, Skula proved in [6, Proposition 6.1] the
following.
Proposition 2.2. Let { be an integer with {1 (mod p). Then { is a
solution of the system (K) if and only if { is a solution of the system
f:(t)=0 (: # I( p)). (S)
For a nonempty set 1, consider the set
C1=[:m | B (1 )p&m 0 (mod p), 3m p&2, m odd].
It is clear that if 1 $ is a subset of 1, then C1 C1 $ C. In the following,
assume that C1 is not empty; in other words, there exists at least one of the
odd integers m, 3m p&2, such that B (1 )p&m 0 (mod p).
Denote by I1 ( p) the subideal of I( p) generated by the system
C1 _ [$]; thus
I1( p)= :
m # I
:mRp+$Zp I( p),
where I=[m | :m # C1 , 3m p&2]. Here note that $Rp=$Zp always
holds.
Similarly to Proposition 2.1, we may assert
Proposition 2.3. The system C1 _ [$] forms a basis of I1 ( p). Hence,
dim I1 ( p)=
p&1
2
&i1 ( p),
where i1 ( p) is the irregularity index of p associated with 1, i.e.,
i1 ( p)=*{k | B(1)2k #0 (mod p), 1kp&32 = .
Proof. Since the elements of C1 _ [$] are linearly independent over
Zp , the result clearly follows from the definition of I1 ( p). K
We easily see that if 1 $ is a nonempty subset of 1, then
I1( p)=I1 $( p) & I1"1 $( p), i1 $( p)i1 ( p).
On the other hand, one can say that the number of nontrivial congruences
in the system (K(1 )) is at most dim I1 ( p).
Analogously to Proposition 2.2, we can deduce the equivalent system to
(K(1 )) by means of the elements of I1 ( p).
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Proposition 2.4. The system (K(1 )) is equivalent to the system
f:(t)=0 (: # I1 ( p)). (S(1 ))
Proof. For any :m # I1 ( p) we have B (1 )p&m 0 (mod p), which means
that B(1 )p&m.m(t)#0 (mod p) if and only if f:m(t)=0. So the result
follows. K
Define the subideal B1 ( p) of I( p) as
B1 ( p)=[(;) | ; # B1].
This subideal can be considered as the ideal B1 modulo p. Here the fol-
lowing question arises as a matter of course:
What is an explicit relationship between the subideals I1 ( p) and
B1 ( p) of I( p)?
For the special case where *1=1 one can state explicitly the following
proposition (cf. [2, Proposition 7.1]); however the question is still open for
general cases.
Proposition 2.5. Let 1=[N] (2N p&1) and # (=:1) be as in
Section 2. Then
I1 ( p)=B1 ( p) if qp(N)#0 (mod p),
I1 ( p)#Rp=B1 ( p) if qp(N)0 (mod p),
where qp(N) is the Fermat quotient of p with base N ; i.e., qp(N)=
(N p&1&1)p.
3. AN IDENTITY IN RP
This section deals with a polynomial equality and we transfer it to the
group ring Rp for a search of other bases of the Stickelberger subideal
I1 ( p).
Let P and +(P) for P # P be as in Section 2. We put for m0 and k1
Sm(k ; 1 )= :
P # P
(&1)*P +(P) Sm(k+(P )),
where Sm(n)=1m+2m+ } } } +nm (n1).
The following polynomial equality including all the terms in (K(1 )) was
derived in Agoh [1].
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Proposition 3.1. Let m, k be integers with m p&3 and k1. Then
1
2
‘
N # 1
(N&1) } (k+(1 )) p&2&m .p&1(t)
+ :
p&2&m
j=2 \
p&2&m
j&1 + (k+(1 )) p&1&m& j [B (1)j .p& j (t)]
= :
p&1
v=1
Sp&2&m(vk ; 1 ) vmtv.
For integers m, k with 0m p&3 and 1k p&1, consider the
elements of Rp as
_(1)(m, k)= :
p&2
i=0
r&i(m+1) Sp&2&m(r&ik ; 1 ) si.
Then we have
f_(1)(m, k)(t)= :
p&1
v=1
Sp&2&m(vk ; 1 ) vmtv.
Based on the fact that the mapping ’ from Rp into the polynomial ring
Zp[t] defined by ’(:)= f:(t) conserves addition and scalar multiplication,
we obtain immediately from Proposition 3.1 the following relation in Rp .
Proposition 3.2. With the same notation as in Proposition 3.1,
1
2
‘
N # 1
(N&1) } (k+(1)) p&2&m $
+ :
p&2&m
j=2 \
p&2&m
j&1 + (k+(1 )) p&1&m& j [B(1 )j :p&j]
=_(1 )(m, k).
Since the system C1 _ [$] forms a basis of I1 ( p) by Proposition 2.3, we
may state from Proposition 3.2 that the element _(1)(m, k) belongs to
I1 ( p).
4. OTHER BASES OF I1 (P)
In this section we would like to search some other bases of the ideal
I1 ( p) regarding as a vector space over Zp . For this purpose we actually
adopt and utilize Skula’s ideas mentioned in [7, Sections 3 and 4].
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Let m, k be integers with 0m p&3, 1k p&1 and put
J=[ j even | B (1 )j 0 (mod p), 2 j p&3].
Denoting by
a(1 )1 (m, k)=
1
2
‘
N # 1
(N&1) } (k+(1 )) p&2&m,
a(1 )j (m, k) ={\
p &2&m
j&1 + (k+(1 )) p&1&m& j, if 2jp&2&m, j # J,
0, otherwise,
we get from Proposition 3.2:
a (1)1 (m, k) $+ :
2jp&2&m
j # J
a(1 )j (m, k) B
(1 )
j :p& j=_
(1 )(m, k).
Put l=dim I1 ( p)=( p&1)2&i1 ( p). For any subset 4 of [(m, k) #
Z2 | 0m p&3, 1k p&1] with *4=l, define the square matrix
D(4) of order l as
D(4)=[a (1 )j (m, k)](m, k) # 4, j # [1] _ J .
Then we obtain from Proposition 2.3
Theorem 4.1. The system [_(1 )(m, k) | (m, k) # 4] forms a basis of
I1 ( p) if and only if the matrix D(4) is nonsingular over Zp .
Proposition 4.2. Let K be any subset of [1, 2, ..., p&1] with *K=l.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) the system [_(1 )(0, k) | k # K] forms a basis of I1 ( p),
(ii) the system [_(1 )(1, k) | k # K] forms a basis of I1 ( p),
(iii) the matrix [kl&3& j]k # K, j # [1] _ J is nonsingular over Zp .
Proof. For the system [_(1)(0, k) | k # K] we consider the corresponding
matrix D(4) with m=0 and calculate its determinant. Letting K=[k1 , ..., kl]
and \(1 )=(12) >N # 1 (N&1) we have
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D(4)=_
\(1)(k1+(1))p&2
}
} } } \ p&2j&1+ (k1+(1))p&1&j } } }
& (1il, j # J).b b\(1 )(ki +(1 )) p&2 } } } \p&2j&1+ (ki +(1 )) p&1&j } } }
b b
Hence, it follows that det D(4)=G } det[k p&3& j]k # K, j # [1] _ J , where
G=\(1 ) +(1 ) p&2 ‘
j # J \
p&2
j&1+ (+(1)) p&1& j ‘k # K k
2.
Since G0 (mod p), one can conclude from Theorem 4.1 that (i) and (iii)
are equivalent. The rest follows by similar argument to the above. K
Applying Proposition 4.2 we can find some bases of IN( p) as follows.
Corollary 4.3. Let K$=[r0 , r1 , ..., rg], where r is a primitive root mod p
and g=l&1. Then the systems [_(1)(0, k) | k # K$] and [_(1)(1, k) | k # K$]
form bases of I1 ( p).
Proof. Consider the square matrix Y=[r p&3& ji ]0i g, j # [1] _ J of
order l(=g+1). Since r p&3& ji #r
i
p&3& j (mod p), by evaluating the deter-
minant of Vandermonde type we easily see that
det Y#det[rip&3& j]0i g, j # [1] _ J 0 (mod p),
which leads to the conclusion by virtue of Proposition 4.2. K
Corollary 4.4. Let
M=[m odd | B (1)p&2&m 0 (mod p), 1m p&4]
and k be any fixed integer with 1k p&1. Then the system
[_(1 )( p&3, k)] _ [_(1)(m, k) | m # M]
forms a basis of I1 ( p).
Proof. We obviously have _(1 )( p&3, k)=\(1 ) k+(1 ) $. Let g be as in
Corollary 4.3 and put in order the elements of J and M as
J=[ j(v) | 1v g], where 2 j(1)< j(2)< } } } < j(g) p&3,
M=[m(u) | 1u g], where 1m(1)<m(2)< } } } <m(g) p&4.
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For an integer x, 1x g, we have m(x)= p&2& j(g&x+1). The
corresponding matrix D(4) with a fixed k, 1k p&1, is equivalent to
\(1 ) k+(1 ) 0 } } } 0
D(4)=_ b } & ,cu Ab
where cu=\(1 )(k+(1 )) p&2&m(u) (u=1, 2, ..., g) and A=[auv]1u, v g is
the matrix of order g defined by auv=a (1 )j(v)(m(u), k). Hence, we get
det D(4)=\(1 ) k+(1 ) } det A. If v> g&u+1, then j(v)> j(g&u+1)=
p&2&m(u) and auv=0. Also, if v= g&u+1, then j(v)=
j(g&u+1)= p&2&m(u) and so
auv=a (1 )p&2&m(u)(m(u), k)=( p&2&m(u)) k+(1 )0 (mod p).
This implies that det A0 (mod p), so D(4) is nonsingular. According to
Theorem 4.1, we may state that the indicated system forms a basis of
I1 ( p). This completes the proof of the corollary. K
In this paper we did not discuss inclusion relation between Stickelberger
subideals of the type mentioned above. Relating to this topic, there are
many difficult questions to solve. For example, we ask the question:
what is the necessary and sufficient condition for which the relation
I11( p)I12( p) (where 11 , 12 1) is satisfied? We may affirm that all
such problems are intimately connected with the orders modulo p of the
elements in 1 and the irregular pairs ( p, 2m) (1m( p&3)2) for a given
prime p5. One can consult some of them with Skula’s recent paper [9].
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